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Abstract—Linear and nonlinear fields produced by a twelve-ring annular array with varied axial electronic
focus steering distances and varied number of activated elements were simulated using wide-angle parabolic
representation of the Westervelt equation. The effects of electronic adjustment of the focusing angle and/or
switching off the array elements were investigated with regard to the shock-forming conditions at the focus
and in the grating lobes in water. Prefocal steering was shown to result in shock formation in the postfocal
grating lobe, which can occur at lower array power than that required for shock formation at the main focus.
Postfocal steering resulted in shock formation at the main focus and no shock in the prefocal grating lobe at
any power considered. To decrease focusing angle, switching off the outer rings was more favorable than post-
focal steering with all rings enabled: a fully developed shock of the same amplitude formed at the same source
pressure amplitude but with lower pressure level in the prefocal grating lobe. To increase focusing angle, pre-
focal steering with the outer rings switched off was less favorable than using all array elements with no steering:
higher source pressure amplitude was required for a fully developed shock formation at the focus, with addi-
tional shock fronts forming in the postfocal grating lobe.
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INTRODUCTION
A rapidly increasing worldwide interest in the use

of high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) for non-
invasive therapeutic and surgical applications, from
hyperthermia and thermal ablation therapies already
used in clinical practice [1–3] to newer mechanical
ablation techniques such as histotripsy [4–7], has
sparked a lot of research in both acoustics and bioen-
gineering. For such newer applications to be feasible,
specified high acoustic pressure levels need to be
reached or shock fronts of certain amplitudes need to
be formed at the focus. New biomedical technologies
based on acoustic radiation force can also benefit from
utilizing high pressures and corresponding nonlinear
effects [8, 9]. Achievable pressures in both linear and
nonlinear ultrasound fields are primarily determined
by the transducer focusing angle [10–12], or, in other
words, by its F-number (F#) defined as a ratio of the
transducer focal distance to its aperture. Stronger-
focusing transducers (i.e., with larger focusing angles,
or lower F-numbers) are typically capable of produc-
ing higher focal pressure levels and shock front ampli-
tudes but require higher acoustic power driving the

transducer to achieve a shock-forming regime. Using
transducers with different focusing angles, therefore,
makes it possible to control focal pressure and shock
amplitude level required for each specific medical
application. As an alternative, the use of multi-ele-
ment phased arrays allows for dynamic focusing by
introducing phase delays to the elements required to
steer the focus to the targeted point [13–15]. Hence,
axial electronic steering of the focus can also adjust the
focusing angle and control the achievable pressure lev-
els. A common disadvantage of phased arrays, how-
ever, is formation of unwanted grating lobes in the pro-
duced acoustic fields that, given sufficient intensity,
can lead to damage of tissues outside of the targeted
region [13, 15].

Several multi-element arrays operating in nonlin-
ear regimes have been previously numerically charac-
terized for thermal [16, 17] and mechanical [18] HIFU
applications. Focal pressure amplitudes were shown to
reach a maximum at a certain prefocal steering dis-
tance, but otherwise decrease with focus axial shift
[18]. Prefocal axial steering was shown to require
higher source voltages to reach shock-forming condi-
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tions at the steered focus and resulted in higher shock
amplitude [18]. This agrees with the patterns reported
in [12] for stronger-focusing single-element transduc-
ers as both larger focusing angle and the drop in focal
pressure due to steering contributed to the required
power increase. On the contrary, postfocal steering
required about the same source voltage to reach
shock-forming conditions at the focus as compared to
the no steering case, while less power is typically
required for less focused single-element transduces
[18]. This is attributed to a combination of the
decrease of the focusing angle and the drop in pressure
due to steering. Postfocal focus steering also resulted
in formation of a prefocal grating lobe shifting closer to
the steered focus and increasing in amplitude with
axial steering distance [16]. Possible nonlinear effects
in the grating lobe still require careful consideration as
they may lead to formation of shocks outside of the
targeted focal region and, hence, result in unwanted
damage to any structures present there.

As an alternative to electronic adjustment, the
focusing angle of annular axially symmetric arrays can
also be changed by switching on and off the outer array
elements, thus varying the effective aperture and geo-
metrically adjusting the angle. The two abovemen-
tioned approaches to adjust the focusing angle using
multi-element arrays (i.e., electronic focus steering or
switching on and off the elements) are essentially dif-
ferent and require comparative analysis of linear and
nonlinear effects they introduce.

The goal of this work was, therefore, to compare
the effects of electronic vs geometric adjustment of the
focusing angle on the parameters of linear and nonlin-
ear acoustic fields. A 12-ring annular phased array,
previously described in [19] and used experimentally
in [20], was considered as an example. Numerical
modeling of the array fields was performed based on
the wide-angle parabolic representation of the Wester-
velt equation [21–23].

1. NUMERICAL MODELING METHODS

An array model that imitates a 2 MHz 12-element
piezocomposite annular focused transducer (Ima-
sonic, France) was considered in order to set boundary
conditions for acoustic simulations [19]. The array had
a shape of a concave spherical bowl with 80 mm radius
of curvature, 100 mm aperture, and 40 mm diameter
of the central opening (Fig. 1a). The active area of the
array comprised twelve annular elements of equal

area, 0.5 mm spacing between the elements, and uni-
form vibrational velocity distribution.

Ultrasound fields generated using various configu-
rations of the array were simulated using the “HIFU
beam” software, which allows for modeling nonlinear
axially symmetric focused ultrasound fields contain-
ing shock fronts based on the wide-angle parabolic
representation of the Westervelt equation [21–23].
The software was developed at the Laboratory for
industrial and medical ultrasound of Lomonosov
Moscow State University and is freely available for
download [24]. The “HIFU beam” graphical interface
allowed for switching off specific rings of the array by
zeroing their vibrational velocity amplitude, as well as
for electronic steering of the focus by automatically
calculating the required phases based on the delays of
the signals traveling from the centers of each ring
defined as a half-sum of their inner and outer zenith
angles to the focus. The fields were calculated in a 2-D
spatial window with [0; 160] mm axial range equal to
two focal distances and [–100; 100] mm radial range,
with 0.05 and 0.025 mm axial and radial grid steps,
respectively. All simulations were performed in water
with acoustic parameters characteristic for 19°C: speed
of sound c = 1479.2 m/s, density ρ = 997.8 kg/m3, non-
linear coefficient β = 3.5, diffusivity of sound δ =
4.33 mm2/s [25].

1.1. Acoustic Model Validation
To validate the accuracy of the proposed simula-

tion approach based on the wide-angle approximation
of diffraction effects and an assumption of uniformly
vibrating surface of the transducer used to set bound-
ary conditions, linear fields of the array with no focus
steering were simulated using the “HIFU beam” soft-
ware, calculated analytically based on the Rayleigh
integral formula for a spherical cup [26, 27], and com-
pared to the experimental data obtained previously
using acoustic holography measurements [19]. Both
“HIFU beam” simulations and analytical calcula-
tions were performed for uniform distribution of the
vibrational velocity amplitude u0 on the array surface
(Fig. 1a), as opposed to the actual non-uniform veloc-
ity distribution of the existing array reconstructed
from the measured acoustic hologram (Fig. 1b, [19]).

Analytical solutions for the axial pressure distribu-
tion and the transverse pressure distribution in the focal
plane of the array were derived from the Rayleigh’s solu-
tion for a spherical concave radiator using superposition
of the fields of the array elements [26]:
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the considered array model. (а) Front view schematics of the array. (b) Amplitude distribution of the normal
component of vibrational velocity on the array surface reconstructed from the hologram measured with no focus steering [19].
(с) Schematics of the array parameters used in analytical calculations, Eqs. (1)–(2). 
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Here c is the sound speed, —water density, —
sound speed in water, u0—amplitude of the normal
component of vibrational velocity on the array surface,
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Acoustic field generated by an existing array was
calculated using the Rayleigh integral with boundary
condition reconstructed from acoustic holography
measurements [19].

Pressure amplitude distributions on the array axis
and transversely in the focal plane obtained using
“HIFU beam” simulations, analytical solution, and
holography data, were then compared to validate the
acoustic model for further nonlinear simulations.

1.2. Electronic Focus Steering

To investigate the effect of electronic focus steering
on acoustic field of the array, first, linear calculations
were performed for the twelve- and ten-ring arrays
when focusing at varied steering distances, starting
from the geometric focus and proceeding with 0.1 mm
step for up to 25 mm towards or away from the array.
The focusing gain in the main lobe and ratio of pres-
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sure amplitudes in the grating lobe vs the main lobe
were calculated for each focusing configuration to
determine the effective and safe steering ranges. The
safe range was defined according to the commonly
accepted criterion used in thermal HIFU applications:
the maximum intensity in any grating lobe must be
below 10% of the maximum intensity in the main lobe
(i.e., below 31.6% in terms of the pressure amplitude)
[13, 28]. Such safe steering limits will be further
referred to as “thermally safe” limits. For the nonlin-
ear ultrasound applications, however, this criterion
can be softened since such applications typically rely
not on the intensity, but on the amplitude of a shock
front that forms at the focus due to the nonlinear prop-
agation effects [4–7]. Shock formation is highly
dependent on the pressure level and, therefore, the
shock forms first in the main lobe, whereas no shock is
yet present in the lower-amplitude grating lobes. The
effective steering is typically introduced within the
range, where the linear pressure amplitude at the
steered focus drops by no more than 10–20% com-
pared to the maximum achievable pressure, as this
drop can typically be compensated by voltage increase
[18, 29]. Here we considered the effective range
defined at 10% drop from the maximum pressure
obtained with no steering (about 15% of the maximum
achievable pressure). Such steering limits will be fur-
ther referred to as “10%-pressure drop” limits. These
initial linear simulations allowed to determine the safe
and effective steering ranges for the arrays, as well as to
characterize their fields through linear focusing gain G
(the ratio of pressure amplitudes at the focus and at the
array surface), and axial (δz) and transversal (δr)
dimensions of the main focal lobe at –6 dB and zero
pressure levels.

Then, nonlinear acoustic fields were simulated at
increasing source pressure amplitudes p0 = ρcu0 up to
p0 = 0.65 MPa with the focus positioned within the
steering limits. Nonlinear distortion of the pressure
waveforms in the main and grating lobes were analyzed
depending on the source pressure amplitude, and sat-
uration curves for the peak positive p+ and negative p-
pressures, as well as for the shock amplitudes As were
obtained. The shock amplitude As was determined as
the pressure change between the time points at which
the time derivative of pressure decreased to 0.025 of its
peak value, given the time points were less than
0.006 μs apart [11, 30, 31]. The source pressure ampli-
tude  and the output power  required for the
formation of a fully developed shock ( ) were deter-
mined for each field geometry. A fully developed
shock regime was defined as the level of distortion with
maximum ratio of the shock amplitude to the source
pressure amplitude As/p0 = (As/p0)max, which is also
characterized by the shock amplitude being equal to
the peak positive pressure [11].
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1.3. Decreasing Focusing Angle: Electronic vs Geometric
To study the effect of decreasing the focusing angle

using electronic vs geometric approaches, a fixed
focusing angle of 71° was achieved using two configu-
rations of the array. Electronic approach involved
operation of the full array and postfocal electronic
focus steering to Δz = +7.5 mm. Geometric approach
involved switching off the two outer rings of the array
with no focus steering. Similar to procedures
described in section 1.2, linear focusing gain and
dimensions of the main focal lobe were compared for
the two configurations. Nonlinear simulations were
then performed at increasing source pressure ampli-
tudes p0. Distortion of the pressure waveforms in the
main and grating lobes were analyzed and saturation
curves for the peak positive pressure p+, peak negative
pressure p–, and shock front amplitude As were com-

pared. Characteristic source pressure amplitude 
and the output power  required for formation of a
fully developed shock at the focus and the correspond-
ing shock amplitude ( ) were determined and com-
pared for the two configurations.

1.4. Increasing Focusing Angle: Electronic vs Geometric
To study the effect of increasing the focusing angle

using electronic vs geometric approaches, a fixed
focusing angle of 77° was achieved using the following
two configurations of the annular array. In the elec-
tronic approach, two outer rings of the array were
switched off and the focus of the resulting ten-ring
array was electronically shifted for Δz = –7 mm (i.e.,
prefocally). Geometric setting of the angle was
achieved by enabling all rings of the array with no
steering of the focus. Linear and nonlinear fields of the
two configurations were analyzed and compared as
described in section 1.3.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.1. Validation Results for Linear Acoustic Modeling

Figure 2 compares normalized linear pressure
amplitude distributions obtained from holography
measurements (points), analytical solution (black
dashed line), and “HIFU beam” simulations (gray
solid line) for the case of no focus steering. Experi-
mental and analytical curves practically coincide sug-
gesting that the field generated by uniformly vibrating
array (Fig. 1a) accurately matches the field of the real
array with non-uniform distribution of vibrational
velocity on its surface (Fig. 1b). The results of “HIFU
beam” field simulations agree very well with the ana-
lytical full-diffraction solution, thus confirming high
accuracy of governing the diffraction effects using
wide-angle parabolic approximation. The results also
show that even without focus steering, a strong grating
lobe forms prefocally with amplitude close to the safe
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Fig. 2. Validation results for linear acoustic modeling. (a)—Normalized pressure amplitude distributions along the array axis and
(b)—transversal in the focal plane obtained with no focus steering from holography measurements (points), analytical solution
(black dashed line), and simulations in wide-angle parabolic approximation using “HIFU beam” software (gray solid line). 
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threshold of 31.6% from the pressure maximum in the
main lobe.

Good agreement between the results obtained with
the uniform boundary condition and wide-angle par-
abolic approximation of the diffraction effects for the
strongly focused field of the array confirmed that the
proposed approach can be used in further nonlinear
field simulations. All numerically modeled array con-
figurations and the corresponding characteristic
parameters of the generated linear and nonlinear fields
obtained from the simulations are summarized in
Table 1.
ACOUSTICAL PHYSICS  Vol. 69  No. 4  2023

Table 1.  Summary of the modeled array configurations and
enabled elements, Δz—steering distance (positive in postfoca
F# —F-number, Sact—active surface area, G—focusing gain, 

sure level, δr—linear focal lobe width between nulls and at –

(acoustic power) required for a fully developed shock format
in the main lobe

Array configuration parameter

N Δz, mm ϕ F#
Sac

mm

Electronic 
focus

steering 
effects 12

–19.5 99° 0.6

624

–12.8 89° 0.67
0 77° 0.8

+7.5 71° 0.88

Decreasing 
focusing 

angle

12 +7.5
71°

0.88 624
10 0 0.86 520

Increasing 
focusing

angle

12 0
77°

0.8 624
10 –7 0.79 520
2.2. Electronic Focus Steering Effects

Steering effects in linear array field. Figure 3 illus-
trates the effects occurring in the linear fields pro-
duced by the (I) twelve- and (II) ten-ring arrays when
the focus was electronically steered prefocally or post-
focally. No significant difference was observed for the
two configurations, apart from a 17% lower focusing
gain for the ten-ring array due to a 17% smaller active
surface area having two outer rings switched off. Steer-
ing limits for both cases were found to be practically
the same: thermally safe limits (solid blue and black
curves in Fig. 3) were [–12.8; 0.14] mm and [–12.6;
0.3] mm for the twelve- and ten-ring arrays, respec-
 the resulting characteristic field parameters. N—numbers of
l steering, negative in prefocal steering), ϕ—focusing angle,

δz—linear focal lobe length between nulls and at –6 dB pres-

6 dB pressure level, —source pressure amplitude

ion in the main lobe, —fully developed shock amplitude

Linear field parameters Fully developed shock

t, 
2 G

δz(0)/
δz(–6 dB), 

mm

δr(0)/
δr(–6 dB),

mm

, 
MPa

, 
W

, 
MPa

7

96 5/3 1/0.6 0.675 964 237
109 5.8/3.5 1.1/0.65 0.47 468 193
106 7.75/4.65 1.25/0.75 0.3 191 136

96 9.1/5.42 1.34/0.8 0.32 217 121

7 96 9.1/5.42 1.34/0.8 0.32 217 121
6 88 9.4/5.65 1.3/0.8 0.32 181 122

7 106 7.75/4.65 1.25/0.75 0.3 191 136
6 93 8.05/4.8 1.2/0.75 0.4 282 148

( )dev dev
0 0p W
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the focus steering effect on the linear field of the array with (I) all twelve rings enabled, (II) ten inner rings
enabled. (a)—Schematics of varied electronically steered focus positions relative to the geometric focus F. (b)—Axial pressure
amplitude distributions relative to the source pressure amplitude p0 for varied steered focus locations. Solid lines represent ther-
mally safe steering limits: prefocal (blue) and postfocal (black). Dashed lines represent 10%-pressure drop steering limits: prefocal
(red) and postfocal (green). Corresponding effective F-numbers (F#) of the beams are indicated on the top horizontal axis. (c)—
Ratio of the maximum pressure amplitude in the steered field (pmax) to the focal pressure without steering (pF) as a function of
steering distance z. Vertical lines represent steering limits from (a)–(b).
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tively; 10%-pressure drop limits (dashed red and green
curves in Fig. 3) were [–19.5; 7.5] and [–19.7; 7.5]
mm. Prefocal steering beyond Δz = –4 mm resulted in
formation of a postfocal grating lobe within the double
focal distance range, which was increasing in amplitude
and shifting closer to the main lobe as the focus steering
distance increased (blue and red curves in Fig. 3). Sim-
ilarly, postfocal steering (green curves in Fig. 3)
increased the amplitude of the prefocal grating lobe,
preexistent in the field with no focus steering (black
curves in Fig. 3), and shifted it closer to the main lobe.
Such behavior of the grating lobe is well-known and
agrees with literature [16]. At the 10%-pressure drop
limits, the pressure amplitudes in the grating lobe rel-
ative to that in the main lobe were also similar for both
arrays: 61–62% with prefocal steering (red curves in
Fig. 3) and 57–58% with postfocal steering (green
curves in Fig. 3). The focusing gain reached a maxi-
mum when focusing prefocally, Δz = –8.5 mm, but
otherwise decreased with increasing steering distance
(Fig. 3c). The largest increase in the focusing gain was
5.1 and 5.3% as compared to that without steering for
twelve- and ten-ring arrays, respectively. Such behav-
ior of the pressure amplitude at the steered focus as a
function of the steering distance is also well-known
and agrees with literature [18]. When the focus was
steered beyond Δz = –24 mm (prefocally) or Δz =
18 mm (postfocally), the pressure amplitude in the
grating lobe exceeded that in the main lobe, which is
indicated by the increasing ratio pmax/pF of the maxi-
mum pressure in the array field (pmax) to the focal pres-
sure without steering (pF) shown in Fig. 3c. The
dimensions of the focal lobe increased both axially and
transversely with focus shifting away from the trans-
ducer, and decreased when shifting closer to the trans-
ducer (Table 1), in accordance with the stronger- or
weaker focusing geometry of the beams [12, 18].

Prefocal steering effects in nonlinear array field.
Fig. 4 illustrates the effects occurring in nonlinear
fields of the twelve-ring array at the focus and in the
grating lobe when the focus was electronically steered.
In case of prefocal steering (Fig. 4, I) to the thermally
safe (Δz = –12.8 mm, blue curves) and 10%-pressure
drop (–19.5 mm, red curves) limits (Fig. 3, I), fully
developed shock formed at the main focus (squares in
ACOUSTICAL PHYSICS  Vol. 69  No. 4  2023
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Fig. 4,Ib) at a higher source pressure (  = 0.675 vs

0.47 MPa) and had a higher amplitude (  = 237  vs
193 MPa) in the stronger-focusing case (red) as com-
pared to the weaker-focusing case (blue) (Fig. 4,Ib;
Table 1). These effects are typical for more focused
beams [12] and additional decrease of the pressure due to
electronic focus steering (Fig. 3,Ic) [18].

Nonlinear effects in the postfocal grating lobe relative
to those in the main focus for the same steering configu-
rations are illustrated in Fig. 4,Ic (Δz = –12.8 mm), and
Fig. 4,Id (Δz = –19.5 mm). The ratio of the peak pos-
itive (p+, solid line) and negative (p–, dashed line)
pressures in the grating lobe vs those in the main lobe,
and shock amplitudes in the main lobe ( , x-sym-
bols) and in the grating lobe ( , circles) as func-
tions of the source pressure amplitude p0 are pre-
sented. The peak negative pressure in the grating lobe
was lower than that in the main lobe for both steering
cases and for all source pressure amplitudes p0 (dashed
curves in Fig. 4,Ic, 4,Id). Peak positive pressure in the
grating lobe, however, for some output pressure levels
of the array (0.18 < p0 < 0.36 MPa), was higher than
that in the main lobe by up to 55% when the focus was
steered towards the array to the 10%-pressure drop
limit at Δz = –19.5 mm (Fig. 4,Id). In this steering
case, the maximum ratio of the peak positive pressure
in the grating vs in the main lobe (triangle in Fig. 4,Id)
corresponded to the onset of shock formation in the
postfocal grating lobe (dashed red line in Fig. 4,Ie).

Figures 4,Ie, 4,If illustrate the nonlinear distortion
of the waveforms in the main lobe (solid lines) vs in the
grating lobe (dashed lines) for the same two steering
configurations in two representative regimes: when the
ratio of peak positive pressure in the grating vs main
lobe reached its maximum (Fig. 4,Ie), and when a
fully developed shock formed in the main lobe
(Fig. 4,If). For both prefocal steering cases (blue and
red), when the ratio of the peak positive pressure in the
grating lobe to that in the main lobe reached its maxi-
mum (triangles in Fig. 4,Ic, 4,Id), the pressure wave-
form in the grating lobe (dashed curves in Fig. 4,Ie)
were more nonlinearly distorted than that in the
main focus (solid curves in Fig. 4,Ie). This, appar-
ently, led to the shock formation in the grating lobe
when the source pressure amplitude p0 was further
increased (circles in Figs. 4,Ic, 4,Id). The closer to
the array the focus was steered, the lower source pres-
sure amplitude p0 was required for the shock to be
formed in the grating lobe. At the 10%-pressure drop
steering limit (Fig. 4,Id, Δz = –19.5 mm), shock forma-
tion in the grating lobe was achieved at even lower
source pressure amplitude (red circles) compared to the
shock wave formation in the main focus (red x-sym-
bols). At both prefocal steering distances, however,
shock amplitudes in the grating lobe were 40–70% lower
than those in the main focal lobe (Figs. 4,Ic–4,Id),
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including fully developed shock regimes at the focus
(Fig. 4,If). The maximum prefocal steering distance,
at which the grating lobe did not form within the dou-
ble focal distance range was found to be Δz = –4 mm
(data not shown).

Postfocal steering effects in nonlinear array field.
When steering postfocally to the 10%-pressure drop
limit (Δz = 7.5 mm, green curves in Fig. 4,II), a fully
developed shock formed at the focus at slightly higher
source pressure amplitude p0 (by 7%) as compared to
the no steering case (squares in Fig. 4,IIb). This may
seemingly contradict the pattern typical for weaker-
focusing single-element transducers [12], however it
was also observed by Bawiec et al. (2021) [18] for a
256-element therapeutic array due to the drop in focal
pressure amplitude when steering postfocally
(Fig. 3c). In contrast to the prefocal steering, here the
peak positive pressure in the grating lobe was always
lower than that in the main lobe regardless of the
source pressure amplitude p0 (solid curves in
Figs. 4,IIc, 4,IId). Peak negative pressure in the grat-
ing lobe, however, exceeded that in the main lobe
above p0 = 0.45 MPa when the focus was steered post-
focally (dashed curve in Fig. 4,IId). Again, in contrast
to prefocal steering, no shocks were formed in the
grating lobe regardless of the considered source pres-
sure amplitude p0: neither at the maximum ratio of the
peak positive pressure in the grating vs main lobe (tri-
angles in Figs. 4,IIc, 4,IId; 4,IIe), nor in the fully
developed shock regime at the focus (squares in
Figs. 4,IIb–4,IId; 4,IIf).

2.3. Decreasing Focusing Angle:
Electronic vs Geometric

Figure 5,I compares the two approaches aimed to
decrease the focusing angle from 77° down to 71°:
postfocal electronic focus steering of the fully operat-
ing array (blue) vs geometric setting of the angle by
switching off the two outer rings of the array (red).

Figures 5,Ib–5,Id illustrate the effects of the two
approaches on the linear fields produced. At the same
source pressure amplitude, the ten-ring configuration
generated a focal lobe of the same dimensions as did
the full array with electronic focus steering
(Figs. 5,Ic–5,Id; Table 1), with 8% lower focusing
gain G (Fig. 5,Ib; Table 1). The lower focusing gain
was apparently accounted for by a combined effect of
17% decrease in the active surface area of the array
with the two rings switched off (Table 1) and 10% drop
in focal pressure amplitude for the full array due to
postfocal steering (Fig. 3c). At the same source power,
in linear regime the ten-ring configuration produced
the same peak pressure in the main lobe (data not
shown). Ratio of the grating vs main lobe pressure
amplitude was noticeably lower for the ten-ring con-
figuration without focus steering as compared to the
full array case, 31 vs 58% (Fig. 5,Ib).
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the focus steering effect on nonlinear field of the annular array with all rings enabled: (I) prefocal steering,
(II) postfocal steering. The colors correspond to the limiting steering distances from Fig. 3: prefocal (blue) and postfocal (black)
thermally safe limits; prefocal (red) and postfocal (green) 10%-pressure drop limits. (a) Schematics of the annular array with var-
ied electronically steered focus positions relative to the geometric focus F. (b) Nonlinear saturation curves for peak positive (p+)
and negative (p–) focal pressures (solid lines) and shock amplitude at the steered focus (x-symbols) as functions of the source
pressure amplitude p0. (c)–(d) Ratio of peak positive (p+, solid line) and negative (p–, dashed line) pressures in the grating lobe

vs in the main lobe, and shock amplitudes in the main lobe ( , x-symbols) and in the grating lobe ( , circles) as functions
of source pressure amplitude p0. Left vertical axis shows the pressure ratio, right vertical axis shows the shock amplitude. (e)–(f) Pres-
sure waveforms in the main (solid line) and grating (dashed line) lobes at p0 value corresponding to: (e)—the maximum ratio of
peak positive pressure at the grating vs at the main lobe peak (triangles in (c),(d)); (f)—fully developed shock formation in the
main lobe (squares in (b)–(d)). The waveforms are shifted in time for better separation on the graphs.
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Fig. 5. Illustration of effects of electronic vs geometric decreasing (I) and increasing (II) of the annular array focusing angle.
(a) Schematics of the annular array configurations: all twelve (blue) or ten (red) rings enabled, with varied electronically steered
focus position relative to the geometric focus F. (b) Axial pressure amplitude distributions relative to the source pressure ampli-
tude p0 in a linear regime. (c)–(d) Normalized peak positive pressure distributions in a linear regime in the neighborhood of
the maximum pressure point (0): (c) axial and (d) transverse. (e) Nonlinear saturation curves for peak positive (p+) and neg-
ative (p–) focal pressures (solid lines) and shock amplitude at the focus (x-symbols) as functions of the source pressure ampli-
tude p0. (f) Pressure waveforms in the main (solid line) and grating (dashed line) lobes at p0 value corresponding to the developed
shock formation in the main lobe (squares in (e)).
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Figures 5,Ie–5,If illustrate the effects that the two
considered approaches had on the produced nonlinear
fields. As expected from the results obtained for post-
focal steering (Fig. 4,IIb), a fully developed shock
formed in the main lobe at the same source pressure
amplitude p0 = 0.32 MPa in both cases (i.e., at a lower
source power for the ten-ring case), with a slightly
higher shock amplitude in the ten-ring configuration
ACOUSTICAL PHYSICS  Vol. 69  No. 4  2023
(squares in Figs. 5,Ie–5,If; Table 1). Nonlinear satu-
ration in the case of the ten-ring array, however, was
reached at a lower peak positive pressure. Figure 5,If
also demonstrates almost sinusoidal behavior of the
waveforms at the grating lobe peak (dashed lines)
when a fully developed shock was formed in the main
lobe (solid lines) in both configurations (squares in
Fig. 5,Ie).
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2.4. Increasing Focusing Angle: Electronic vs Geometric
Figure 5,II compares the two approaches to set the

focusing angle to 77°: geometric setting of the angle by
enabling all rings of the array (blue) vs prefocal elec-
tronic steering of the ten-ring array (red). The latter
configuration produced the focal lobe of the same
dimensions as the full array (Figs. 5,IIc–5,IId; Table 1)
with 12% lower focusing gain (Fig. 5,IIb; Table 1).
This can be accounted for by a 17% decrease in the
active surface area for a ten-ring array (Table 1) out-
weighing a 5% pressure gain due to prefocal steering
(Fig. 3c). At the same source power, in linear regime
the ten-ring array with prefocal electronic steering pro-
duced only 4% lower peak positive pressure as com-
pared to the full array (data not shown). As expected
from Fig. 4,I for prefocal steering, a postfocal grating
lobe was formed in the linear field of the ten-ring array
with prefocally steered focus (Fig. 5,IIb), with apparent
nonlinear distortion of the waveform at higher p0 in the
grating lobe (red dashed curve in Fig. 5,IIf), which was
not observed for the full array with no focus steering
(blue dashed curve in Fig. 5,IIf). Surprisingly for the
beams with the same focusing angle, a fully developed
shock   of a 9% higher amplitude was formed in the
main lobe at a 33% higher source pressure amplitude

  (or, 22% higher power, considering active sur-
face ratio) in the ten-ring case (squares in Fig. 5,IIe;
Table 1), which can be accounted for by a 12% lower
focusing gain in this case (Fig. 5,IIb; Table 1).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a set of multiparametric acoustic

field simulations was performed to investigate the
effects of electronic vs geometric adjustment of an
annular array focusing angle on the produced linear
and nonlinear fields. An example of the 12-element
annular array used in laboratory experiments was con-
sidered [19, 20]. It was shown that relatively large
width of the array elements resulted in formation of a
strong prefocal sidelobe even without focus steering
and thus almost negligible capability of the array for
postfocal steering without exceeding a thermally safe
limit. However, for applications that rely on nonlinear
effects and presence of shocks, the thermally safe
limit, introduced for the linear beam focusing, can be
exceeded as nonlinear effects were shown to be weak in
the prefocal lobe. Focusing postfocally to the 10%-
pressure drop distance (i.e., +7.5 mm from the geo-
metric focus) resulted in 11% decrease in the ampli-
tude of the developed shock, which formed with a
small power compensation. However, shock-induced
absorption or radiation force, which are proportional
to the shock amplitude cubed, would be 30% lower
than those in the case without steering.

The range of prefocal steering was shown to be
much larger as compared to postfocal, which was 12.8

dev
sA

dev
0p
and 19.5 mm for the thermally safe and 10%-pressure
drop limits, respectively. However, the amplitude of
the developed shock, corresponding power require-
ments, and absorption rates changed significantly with
steering. Compared to the case with no steering, when
steering prefocally to 12.8 and 19.5 mm from the geo-
metric focus, developed shocks formed at 2.45- and
5-times higher power level, had 42 and 74% higher
amplitude, which would result in 2.9- and 5.3-times
higher absorption rate or radiation force, respectively.
This should be taken into account to equalize thermal,
mechanical, or pushing effects of nonlinear ultra-
sound waves when developing exposure protocols with
electronic focus steering. In addition, prefocal axial
steering of the focus was shown to result in formation
of the shock in a postfocal grating lobe at even lower
array power than that required for shock formation in
the main lobe. However, simulations here were per-
formed in water and even in this case the obtained
shock amplitude in the grating lobe was significantly
smaller than that in the main lobe. Absorption in soft
tissues and corresponding wave attenuation with the
propagation distance would suppress shock formation
in the postfocal field.

General nonlinear effects observed for electronic
focus steering were compared to the well-studied cases
of the geometric adjustment of the focusing angle [10,
11]. To decrease the focusing angle, geometric
approach (i.e., switching off the two outer rings of the
array) resulted in formation of a focal lobe of the same
dimensions as compared to the postfocal electronic
steering approach, a lower-level prefocal grating lobe,
and a fully developed shock forming only in the main
lobe at the same source pressure amplitude and having
slightly higher amplitude. Taking into account a lower
amplitude of the prefocal grating lobe, switching off
the outer rings of the annular array, therefore, should
be considered more suitable for decreasing the focus-
ing angle as compared to the postfocal electronic
steering of the full array.

Increasing focusing angle was achieved by prefocal
steering of the ten-ring array focus, and the resulting
field was compared to that of the full array with the
same focusing angle. In agreement with the results
above, prefocal steering of the ten-ring array focus
resulted in formation of a postfocal grating lobe that
may contain low-amplitude shock waves. Geometric
approach allowing to avoid prefocal steering, there-
fore, was found to be more suitable for increasing the
focusing angle, however electronic steering approach
may be feasible in absorptive propagation media that
could suppress postfocal shock formation.

In conclusion, in further use of the array in labora-
tory experiments studying shock-wave-based applica-
tions that require exposures along the array axis and
specified minimal amplitude of the developed shock at
ACOUSTICAL PHYSICS  Vol. 69  No. 4  2023
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the focus, the following procedure can be used. First,
several outer elements should be turned off to match
the corresponding focusing angle of the beam without
electronic focus steering. This would minimize the
effect of side lobes. Next, the acoustic power required
for the formation of the developed shock at the main
focus should be estimated, and then at least 20%
higher power should be used to reach the smooth part
of the saturation curve. The steering range at least
from –12.5 to +7.5 mm from the geometric focus
(20 mm total) is feasible with additional up to twofold
power compensation when steering prefocally. Alter-
natively, the same high power can be used for all steer-
ing positions.
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